Information Technology Officer / Assistant Information Technology Officer (several posts) (Ref. 120120-01)

Duties

The appointees will be required to serve at least one of the following areas:

A) Programming
- Assist in analysing user requirements and performing system design;
- Perform system development, database design, testing, implementation and related support tasks; and
- Carry out maintenance of servers and database systems.

Preference will be given to those with knowledge of Redhat Enterprise Linux and shell scripting, JSP/JAVA, iReport, WebLogic, PHP, .NET, Ajax, MS SQL Server, Oracle PL/SQL, APEX and MySQL programming.

B) Networking
- Design and support network infrastructure;
- Maintain IP Phone system;
- Manage and support data centre network system administration and management; and
- Maintain the network monitoring system.

Preference will be given to those who have solid experience in installing and supporting Huawei 3Com switches, Jupiter, Cisco firewall, Load Balancer, VPN, IDS and IPS, traffic shaping, SAN, Blade Server; and are familiar with TCP/IP, VoIP platforms from Huawei, Cisco, Nortel IP Phone system. Possessing knowledge of VRRP, MSTP, IRF and OSPF will also be an advantage.

C) Server Administration
- Manage and support Microsoft Windows, Redhat Linux Servers, ISCSI and SAN storage;
- Maintain Windows Active Directory, Exchange and SharePoint Server;
- Maintain Linux Proxy, Apache, MYSQL, DNS and cluster system; and
- Maintain VMware server.

Preference will be given to those with solid experience in ILM, ISA, Radius, SCOM, Zenoss, Hyper-V, Altiris and Platespin Forge; and hands-on experience in supporting disaster recovery plan in Windows and Linux infrastructure.

The appointees will be required to work on shift duties in evenings and weekends. They may be required to take up assignments and work outside Hong Kong occasionally.
Qualifications

Applicants should have:

(a) a recognised degree in Information Technology, Computing Studies or a related discipline;
(b) five years’ relevant post-qualification experience; and
(c) good interpersonal and communication skills.

Applicants with less experience will be considered for the post of Assistant Information Technology Officer. Shortlisted candidates may be invited to sit for a written test.

Remuneration

Salary offered will be commensurate with qualifications and experience. For the post of Information Technology Officer, initial appointment will be made on a two-year contract. Re-engagement thereafter is subject to mutual agreement.
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